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Variability of Birefringence Properties of the 
Optical Glass Blocks during Cutting them into 

Elementary Pieces for Optical Elements

The paper presents the results of experiments carried out to establish the rules of changes in double refractivity 
■when altering both the magnitude and sizes of the rectangular blocks or rounded glass pieces. The measurements 
were carried out on samples made out of the glass melted inafire-clay pots and pored into quadrate forms. The results 
have been gathered and are presented in the graphs which allow to foresee the double refractivity at an arbitrary 
point lying on the symmetry axis of the surface of the.diminished glass blocks.

Introduction

Birefringence of the optical glass is caused 
by the volume stress determined by its thermal 
past. It is not the mechanical strength that 
makes people try to restrict the birefringence. 
The stress introduces waste heterogeneity 
of the refractive index. Some information about 
that effect may be gained from the graph 
shown in Fig. 1, the latter being reproduced 
here from the catalogue of the optical glass 
works, Spezial Glas G. Μ. B. H. Mainz. As 
can be seen the differences in the refractive 
index in an optical piece are greater than the 
birefringence determined with the polarimeter 
i.e. than the pure difference between the indices 
of refraction Δη =  n1 — n2 for the rays, one of 
which (%) vibrates parallelly, while the other 
(n2) perpendicularly to the stress vector 
direction a in the sampling point. For example, 
the real differences in the index of refraction 
in a sample made of heavy flint are nearly 5 
times as great as the birefringence nx — n2.

It is well known from practice that the 
birefringence in optical elements is less than 
that in a block of glass used to make them. 
The authors tried to find an experimental 
relation which would enable to foresee the 
double refraction in an optical element on the 
base of the birefringence of the glass block. 
The calculations of the birefringence in the
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optical pieces would be very difficult because 
of the variety of their possible shapes. In this 
paper we would restrict our attention to the 
possibility of forecasting the birefringence in 
the elementary pieces of optical elements.

Fig. 1. Changes of the refractive indices in the glass 
subject to pressure or tensile stress perpendicular 

to the direction of the light beam 
Zl»i — changes of refractive index of light ray vibra

ting parallelly to the stress vector direction, 
An2 — changes of refractive index of light ray vibra
ting perpendicularly to the stress vector direction.
— . — · — glass of the BK type (Spezial Glas GMBH

Mainz)
— o — o —o — o glass of the SF type (Spezial Glas

GMBH Mainz)

Usually two types of elementary samples are 
considered: rounded pieces for lenses (Fig. 2) 
and rectangular pieces for prisms (Fig. 3). 
A rounded piece of glass, which is supposed 
to be a material for a lens, will be named unit 
rounded elementary sample. The corresponding
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sample of quadrate form circumscribing a future 
prism is called unit rectangular elementary 
sample.

Fig. 3. Elementary quadrate sample

Material to be measured

Here, glass produced in J. Z. O (Poland) 
was chosen for measurements. In the said factory 
the glass is melted by a classical method, 
pored in rectangular forms and tempered in 
an electric bell-type furnace with automatically 
controlled temperature. Thus some rectangular 
glass plates of a thickness of about 18 cm 
and the other sizes of about 110 cm each are 
obtained (Fig. 4). After tempering, the plate 
is cut into rectangular blocks of the sizes of 
about 30 X 20 x  18 cm, two opposite sides 
being polished afterwards. These polished sides 
render possible to examine the inside of the 
block so far as striaes and stress are considered. 
They will be called acting sides. This is that 
kind of blocks or their parts which were used 
to measure the birefringence changes during 
the glass block cutting process.

The double refraction measured at a given 
point of the acting surface depends not only

on the internal stress, but also on the surface 
stresses occuring in both the untreated and 
grounded surfaces of the blocks. To avoid the 
surface stress also the unacting block, surfaces 
were polished or grounded with such tiny

/
Fig. 4. The dimensions and the way of tracing of the 

glass plate

grinding powders that the surface stress became 
negligible.

It will be convenient to state at the beginning 
of our considerations that the birefringence 
changes appeared to be independent of the 
viewing direction as well as the glass sort. 
Hence we will not specify either the glass 
sort or the viewing direction. However, the 
viewing direction in each measurement series 
was preserved.

Method of measurement

The measurements were carried out with 
the help of the linear polariscope using the 
Senarmonte compensator. The linear polaris
cope consists of the polariser P  (Fig. 5a) and 
an analyser A crossed with the first. The 
examined glass block G is placed between the 
polariser and the analyser in such a way that 
one of its axes of transmission (identical with 
one of the main stress directions) makes an 
arbitrary angle a with the transmission axis 
of the polariser. To simplify the data presen
tation let us assume that the polariser tran
smission axis is vertical. The angle a grows
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Fig. 5. a) Linear polariseope b) Linear polariecope 
with a /./4 retarding compensator

in the direction opposite to the clock hand 
movement. Iluminator Z emits the mono
chromatic light beam of the wave length λ. 
In that mutual position of the set-up elements 
the light flux leaving the analyser is expressed 
by the formula φ =  φ0 sin22asin2<5/2 (1), where 
φ0 denotes light flux transmitted through the

polariser, φ — light flux transmitted through 
the analyser and (5 is the phase difference 
between the rays vibrating in the directions 
consistent with the main stresses σ1 and σ2 
at the measurement point.

When observing the glass block in the polaris- 
cope, two kinds of lines may be observed: 
isoclines and isochromatic lines. Isoclines are 
understood as the set of points on the sample 
acting surface at which one of the transmission 
directions makes the same angle a with the 
vertical. These angles are called isocline asi- 
muths. In the up-to-now description it was 
assumed that there exists a plane state of 
stress acting in the directions perpendicular 
to the viewing direction. This assumption 
being justified by the fact that the forces 
projected on the viewing direction do not 
influence the polarisation status of the light. 
From the formula (1) it is clear that the isocline 
line is dark (φ =  0) when a =  0 or a =  90°. 
To make the isocline, associated with the asi- 
muth a to be a dark one, it is necessary to 
rotate the glass block to such a position that 
a =  0, in other words so that the polariser 
and analyser transmission axes were identical 
with the main stress directions.

A typical isocline distribution corresponding 
to different asimuths is shown for a glass block 
in Fig. 6. It can be seen that each of the axes

Fig. 6. Isocline lines distribution on the acting surface of the block of optical glass
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of symmetry of an acting surface overlaps 
one of the main stress directions at the points 
lying on these axes.

The other kind of lines observed in a linear 
polari scope are an isochromatic stress pattern. 
An isochromatic line is a set of points of constant 
phase difference δ =  2 kn =  const, in the acting 
surface of the examined block. The whole 
value of 7c, denoted by kc, is called an isochro
matic line order. Isochromatic lines for integer 
value of k are dark if the monochromatic 
light is used (see Eq. 1). The points at which 
k =  0 are called isotropic (/,, on Fig. 6 and 
Fig. 7). The order of the isochromatic line at 
the measurement point is equal to the number 
of dark isochromatic lines between the isotropic 
and measuring points. The angle δ may be 
also represented in the form δ =  2πΒ/λ where 
B is the optical path difference in the glass 
between the rays vibrating in σι and a., direct
ions. Thus the isochromatic line may be also 
defined as a set of points located on the acting 
glass block surface of constant optical path 
difference. Quotient rate of the optical path 
difference to the geometrical path An B/L

is the measure of the double refraction in the 
medium.

The glass block birefringence was measured 
with the help of the Senarmonte’s method. 
The corresponding arrangement (Fig. 5b) differs 
from the linear polariscope previously de
scribed in that there is a λ/4 retarder located 
between the glass block and the analyser, the 
transmission axes of the retarder being identical 
with those of the polariser and the analyser 
respectively. The main stress directions at 
the measurement point are bisecting lines for 
the angles between the transmission axes of 
the retarder. In that position the measurement 
point of a sample is not dark in general. To 
darken it, it is necessary to turn the analyser 
so that the darkening comes from the isotropic 
point. Denoting the analyser rotation angle 
by γ, we have for the birefringence at the 
sample point

Evidently, there is a nonuniform state of 
tension along the trace of the ray passing
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through the sampling point, and consequently 
the birefringence in various volume elements 
distributed along the ray trace is different. 
For this reason the birefringence estimated 
from the formula (2) is an average value. 
Also the notion of the sampling point used 
so far is a matter of convention, because it 
denotes in reality only a point of the acting 
side of the block lying on the ray trace.

Measurement results

The most important source of information 
about the changes of birefringence after cutting 
the block into smaller pieces appeared to be 
the analysis of the birefringence distribution 
on the acting surface of the examined glass. 
The birefringence distribution in the case of 
different glass sorts is similar. In Fig. 7a 
a typical pattern of the birefringence on the 
acting surface for some glass blocks made of 
BaK 569-56 (J. Z. O. production) is shown, 
x and y denoting the two axes of symmetry. 
As the symmetry axes cover one of the main 
stresses σ1; σ2, the birefringence may be put 
into the form Δη =  ny — nx. With this defi
nition of the birefringence in mind one can 
conclude whether the ray with the greater 
index of refraction vibrates along the x or y 
axes.

Birefringence distribution along the symmetry 
axis of the blocks

a) The distribution along the axis bisecting 
the longer edge of the acting surface.

The birefringence distribution along the y 
axis in the acting surface has been shown for 
some real case in Fig. 7b. The ray of the greater 
index of refraction in the space between the 
isotropic points (Ip) and the block edges vi
brates along the y axis, while that between 
the singular points oscilates perpendicularly 
to this axis. The shape of the birefringence 
distribution curve depends upon the quotient 
ajh of the acting surface. The family of curves 
along the y axis for a randomly chosen glass 
block of CF 648-34 (,J. Z. O.) is shown in Fig. 8. 
During the measurement the block height was 
kept constant, while its width a was being 
changed so that a/h >  1.

The least birefringence at the points on the 
y axis appears when the acting surface is 
quadratic (a/h =  1). Then the birefringence 
between the isotropic points is equal to zero. 
The birefringence at the point B, which is the

Fig. 8. The birefringence distribution along the sym
metry axis y and the symmetry axis x of the acting 
surface of a block with constant high and variable 

width a

intersection point of the symmetry axis and the 
edge, is assumed to be equal to 1. When a/h 
is increased, the double refraction also increases 
and becomes constant for a/h^  2,25. The 
birefringence in the middle of the block is then 
twice smaller than that at the By point on the 
longer edge. The curves of the birefringence 
distribution along the y axis are presented
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for different values of a/h. All these curves 
intersect each other at the isotropic point loca
ted in the middle of the segment 0 —Bv. Similar 
relations have been established for all the exa
mined sorts of optical glass. In the next two

Fig. 9. a) Relative birefringence distribution along 
the axis of symmetry for the square acting surface 
b) Relative birefringence distribution along the axes 

of symmetry for the rounded acting surface

Fig. 10. Dependence of the relative birefringence at the 
middle points Bv and Bx of the edges and in the middle 
O of the acting glass block surface on the ratio ajh, 

h — const

graphs (Fig. 9 and 10) the average values of 
birefringence have been collected. In Fig. 9 
an average distribution of the relative birefrin
gence (i.e. assuming the birefringence at B 
on the edge to be equal to 1) along the symmetry 
axis of the quadrate acting surface is given. 
In the same graph the distribution of the relative 
birefringence (i.e. normalized by birefringence 
at the point B) along the radius of the rounded 
sample made of the said quadratic sample 
is given.

The next graph (see Fig. 10) iluscrates the 
change in the relative birefringence at the 
points Bx and By (Fig. 7a) and in the middle 
of the block of constant value of h depending 
on the quotient ajh.

b) The distribution of the birefringence along 
the symmetry axis halving the shorter side 
of the acting surface.

The birefringence along the axis denoted 
in Fig. 7a by x and passing through the shorter 
side of the acting surface is determined by 
another law. An example of such a distribution 
for some incidental value of a/h is presented 
in Fig. 7c. The whole family of the corresponding 
curves for other values of ajh, is shown in Fig. 8b. 
The right hand part of the curves may be 
approximately transformed (preserving the 
constant value of h) into a common curve 
by puting on the x — axis the real distances 
of the sampling point from the point Bx lying 
on the block edge. The reduced distribution 
curve obtained in this way along the x axis 
tends to zero at the point located 0.25 h away 
from the edge. However in general, when 
a/h >  1 it does not reach the point and lowering 
its course, goes over to the middle of the block 
(see Fig. 7c).

Dependence of the birefringence on the 
block size

Several hundreds of measurements have 
been made to establish the dependence of the 
birefringence on the block size. The results 
may be formulated in two statements:

1. Birefringence in glass does not depend 
on the thickness 1 of the block (Fig. 4). When 
cutting the glass block perpendicularly to the 
direction of viewing no changes of birefringence 
were observed.

2. When diminishing the acting surface, 
with ajh kept constant, the birefringence is 
being reduced linearly at each point of the 
acting surface. As it has been shown in Fig. 11 
the birefringence tends to zero faster then the 
length of the acting surface edge. In the 
block with the acting surface edge equal to 
several millimeters no birefringence was obse
rved in the majority of cases with the help 
of a polarimeter. The behaviour of the bire
fringence in the case of rounded samples was 
identical.
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Φ muted angina! origins!
flta* i«to  rounded

Fig. 11. Change of the birefringence at an arbitrary- 
point of the acting surface during its diminishing, 

when keeping its original shape constant

Examples

Example 1. The graphs show in Figs. 9-11 
are sufficient to find the birefringence in an 
arbitrary point on the symmetry axis of the 
reduced block, when knowing the birefringence 
at a determined point on the symmetry axis 
of the original block. As an example we will 
calculate the birefringence in the middle of the 
block with the quotient a/h =  0.5, knowing 
the birefringence AnB at the point By of the 
block with the same value of h and the ratio 
a/h >  2.25.

In the graph (Fig. 10) we find that in the 
point By of the edge for a/h >  2.25, the relative 
birefringence is equal to An =  1.36, while 
the birefringence in the middle of the block, 
normalized by birefringence at the point B, 
is equal to δη =  0.28 for a/h — 0.5. Thus, 
when passing from the point By of the greater 
block to the point 0  of the smaller block the 
birefringence becomes reduced 0.28/1.36 times

0.28and is equal to δη =  An,, ------ .
Jv 1.36

Example 2. Birefringence in the middle of 
the block with the acting surface of the size 
100x200 mm is equal to 25-10-7. What will 
be the birefringence AnBf at the edge of a roun
ded sample of the diameter 40 mm?

Solution:
Step one. Wre find the birefringence at the 

edge of the rounded sample of the diameter 
equal to the shorter edge of the original block, 
i.e. φ =  100 mm. From the graph (Fig. 10) we 
find that the relative birefringence An0 in the 
middle of the block with a/h =  2 is equal 
to 0.58, while that at the edge of the rounded

sample of the diameter φ =  h is AnBr =  0.6. 
Thus the double refraction at the edge of the 
rounded sample of the diameter 100 mm amo-

0.6 ,unts to AnR = ------25-10 .
Br 0.58

Step two. Knowing the birefringence at 
the edge of the rounded sample of a 100 mm 
diameter we find the birefringence at the edge 
of the rounden sample of a 40 mm diameter. 
Putting a =  100 we find from Fig. 11 that the 
value of birefringence corresponding to the 
diameter 40 mm is equal to 0.3 of the original 
value. Thus the birefringence at the edge of 
the 40 mm diameter rounded sample amounts

0.6 7 ,
to δnB =  0 .3 ------ 2 5 ·1(Γ 7 =  7.8 -10“7.

Br 0.58

Concluding remarks

The accuracy of each single measurement 
differed from case to case depending on the 
measured block lengths 1. On average the 
accuracy was about 2-10 7. The authors checked 
many times the agreement of the calculated 
expected values of the birefringence with those 
obtained by experiment. In 85 per cent of 
cases the agreement was satisfactory (i.e. not 
exceeding 10 per cent). For the remainder 
the deviation of the measurement results 
from the calculated values was greater and 
the authors feel that this is due to the assy- 
metry of the stress distribution. However, 
the observer may state the lack of symmetry 
when viewing the original block, i.e. sufficiently 
early to take it into account.

Le changement de la birefringence des blocs de 
verre optique tallies en pieces de forme des elements 

optiques

L’article contient les resultats des travaux ex- 
perimentaux faits pour etablir les formules de chan
gement de la birefringence du verre optique en fon- 
ction des dimensions des blocs de forme parallile- 
pipedique ou cylindrique. Les mesures se rapportent 
au verre fondu dans des pots d’argile et recuit dans 
des formes k couler carries. Les resultats sont pre
se n ts  sur les graphiques permettant de prevoir la 
birefringence dans un point quelconque de l’axe de 
symetrie de la surface du bloc ou du cylindre taille 
dans un bloc de birefringence connue et igalement 
dans un point quelconque de l’axe de symitrie. Lee 
considerations sont illustries par deux exemples.
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M3MeHeHne αβοηηοιό Jiyuenpe.ioM.iemiH ctckjihhhmx 
oiithhcckhx TeJi nocjie nope3a hx n a  sjieMeiiTapHbie 

KyCKH OnTHHeCKHX 3JieMeHTOB

B CTarte npHBOflaTCH pe3yjn>TaTw SKcnepHMeHTanbHbix 
pa6oT, nbiTaioiuHxca ycTaHOBHTb npaenna n3MeHCHHii aboS- 
ΗΟΓΟ JlyHenpejIOMJieHHB BO BpeMH H3MeHeHHfl BejlHIHHbl H npo- 
nopuHH onnwecKHX Teji b BHfle npaMoyroJibHbix napanjiejie- 
nnneaoB, a Taicxce xpy*KOB οπτΗΗεεκοτο CTeiora. H3MepeHH«

3TH OTHOCHTCH K CTeKJiy, BapCHHOMy B maMOTHblX CTeKJTO- 
njiaBHJibHbix ropm xax h oxnymeHHOMy b KeanpaTHbix (j)opMax. 
Pe3yjibTaTw npeacTaejieHbi b HecKOJibKHx AaarpaMMax, ko- 
Topbie no3BOJinioT npeflBuaeTb ABofiHoe jiynenpejioMjieHHe 
B npOH3BOJIbHOfi ΤΟΗΚβ, JieXCailteS Ha OCH CHMBTpHH noeepx- 
hocth onTHHecKoro Tena hjih xpyxcxa, Bbipe3aHHoro H3 6oJib- 
rnero onTHHecxoro Tena c H3eecTHbiM αβοΗημμ  jiynenpenoM- 
jieHHeM —  Taxxce b npoH3BOJibHofi το ικε Ha och αίΜΜετρκΗ. 
PaccyxcfleHHa 3th HnmocrpHpyioTCJ! neyMn npHMepaMH.


